


   

               Rose Catalogue  
 
 

Roses are renowned for beautiful flowers and foliage, both in the garden and as cut flowers. They are 

easily grown, needing a sunny or lightly shaded, airy position in any well drained soil. 
PREPARATION OF SOIL: 
Dig a hole twice the size of the roots to enable enough room to carefully spread the roots if required 
without cramping. Cultivate the soil at the bottom of the hole. Mulching is beneficial. 
PLANTING: 
Step one.     Plant the rose to the old soil mark on the stem. 
Step two.      Fill the hole with Diacks Rose Planting Mix.  Firm it around the roots and water       
                     thoroughly, then soak in water again 
Step three.   Trichopel is beneficial for conditioning and preventing root disease. 
Step four.     For Standard roses, drive stake in firmly on the prevailing wind side. The stake should     
                     reach the top of the stem in the head to which bud is grafted. 
Step five.      Secure with plant ties.  A common mistake with tying roses & trees is they are often tied   
                     too firm and over the growing season, the tie grows into the trunk causing a massive    
                     lack of sap flow as well as weakening the trunk where it is liable to snap off in future      
                     years. 
GENERAL CARE: 
Keep plants moist (well watered in drier weather) but do not wet the foliage excessively. This can 
encourage disease. Do not allow roses to dry out, particularly in the first year. Remove dead blooms 
during the season to encourage further flowering. 
PRUNING ESTABLISHED ROSES:  
Prune in July/August, after the hardest frost have gone. 
PRUNING NEW ROSES:   
Hard pruning is necessary. Leave branches at least 150mm  (6in) long at the top of the stem. 
FEEDING: 
Roses are gross feeders. Feed in early spring and summer with GroSouth Super bloom rose food to 
maintain healthy foliage and growth.  Diacks Organic compost  can be used as a mulch to build up 
humus in the soil that acts not only as a weed suppressant, but also adds health and vigour.  A 
healthy plant is less likely to pick up any pests and diseases. 
DEFINITIONS: 
FL = Florabunda, HT = Hybrid Tea, CL = Climber, STD = 800mm standard, D/A = David Austen, SH 
= Shrub, * = Fragrant, SM450 = 450mm standard minature, REP = Repeat flowering, WSM = 
Weeping standard miniature, C/S = Cottage shrub, RUG = Rugosa, RAM = Rambler, OF = Old 
fashioned. 
SERVICES: 
Diacks Nurseries Ltd also can offer you a full planting, pruning, spraying, feeding, staking and tying 
service through summer and winter. 

  

• We use and recommend Grosouth Super Bloom Rose Food 

• Easy to use 

• Lush foliage 

• More blooms 

• Healthier roses 

• Long term feeding 

• Feeds up to 40 roses 
 
 
 

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact us on phone (03) 216 8265, fax (03) 216 8089,  

email roses@diacks.co.nz, web www.diacks.co.nz 

 

Rose growers special 
Buy any Super Bloom Rose 
Food and receive a second 

half price. 
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Plant Description Price

ROSE ABIGAIL ROSE  FL Clusters of soft peach apricot blooms with a fragrance. $29.99

ROSE ABRAHAM DARBY  DA/ENG * Exceptionally large cupped double flowers of apricot lemon. $29.99

ROSE ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS  FL * An exceptional rose of butter gold, appealing old fashioned form. $29.99

ROSE ACAPELLA  HT An exceptional HT of cherry pink with a silver reverse. $29.99

ROSE AGNES RUG/REP Creamy yellow double flowers on a vigorous upright bush, 2m. $29.99

ROSE AKAROA  FL Rich cherry cerice red blooms with white reverse. $29.99

ROSE ALBA  RUG Single white flowers over summer and autumn. $29.99

ROSE ALBERIC BARBIER  CL * Yellow buds open to fully double quartered flowers of creamy white. $29.99

ROSE ALBERTINE  CL * Medium sized double flowers of light pink and a strong scent. $29.99

ROSE ALCHEMIST  CL A large quartered rose of mixed yellows and apricot. $29.99

ROSE ALEXANDER  HT / REP * Orange vermilion blooms provide very outstanding colour, tall. $29.99

ROSE ALISTER STELLA GRAY  CL Clusters of yellow flowers with deeper centres paling to cream. $29.99

ROSE ALTISSIMO CL/REP * Large bright single red flowers, repeat-flowering. $29.99

ROSE AMAZING GRACE HT * Elegant, perfectly formed blooms of deep salmon. $29.99

ROSE AMBER FLUSH  HT Glorious blooms of apricot amber carried proudly on long stems. $29.99

ROSE ANGELS DELIGHT  HT Large double flowers of rich apricot on single stems. $29.99

ROSE ANNA LEESE  FL Orange/Red blooms suffused with Apricot/Yellow. $29.99

ROSE ANNIVERSARY FL. Porcelain pink flowers cover the bush, which is of medium height. $29.99

ROSE ANTIQUE AFFAIR  FL * Lilac pink with splashes of cream turning antique coffee. $29.99

ROSE AOTEAROA NEW ZEALAND  HT 800MM STD / REP *Lovely rose with large creamy pink blooms & long stems for picking. $49.99

ROSE AOTEAROA, NEW ZEALAND HT/REP* Lovely rose with large creamy pink blooms & long stems for picking. $29.99

ROSE APRICOT SCENTASIA 450MM STD Soft apricot flowers in a great display, glossy green foliage. $39.99

ROSE ARROWTOWN  CL  REP Apricot buds open to large well formed blooms of deep golden yellow. $29.99

ROSE AUCKLAND METRO  HT / REP* Beautiful creamy white blooms with a powerful fragrance. $29.99

ROSE AUTUMN BELLE  FL Clusters of beautiful apricot flowers with peach pink buds. $29.99

ROSE AVALANCHE  FL 800MM STD A mass of cream-white flowers when in full bloom. $49.99

ROSE AVALANCHE  FL A mass of cream-white flowers when in full bloom. $29.99

ROSE BANKSIA THE PEARL. Hardy compact habit, with double white flowers in mass. $29.99

ROSE BANKSIA ALBA A vigorous thornless climber with small white double flowers in spring. $29.99

ROSE BANKSIA LUTEA Tall and vigorous growing climbing rose. $29.99

ROSE BANTRY BAY  CL/REP Large bright pink floribunda-type blooms borne in profusion. $29.99

ROSE BARKAROLE  HT * An outstanding black red with a delightful fragrance. $29.99

ROSE BEACH BABY  FL Very delightful masses of salmon orange buds. $29.99

ROSE BEST FRIEND  H.T. * Unique cerise pink, highly perfumed rose, strong upright plant. $29.99

ROSE BEST WISHES  FL A stunning display of deep rich yellow flowers. $29.99

ROSE BETTY HARKNESS  FL/REP * Has a stunning colour combination of coral orange and copper. $29.99

ROSE BIG PURPLE  HT REP * Beautiful fragrant rose showing deep red in the bud. $29.99

ROSE BIRTHDAY PRESENT  CL * Semi double shapely blooms of dark velvet red. $29.99

ROSE BLACK BEAUTY HT Clusters of perfectly formed blooms of rich crimson-scarlet. $29.99

ROSE BLACK JADE 450MM STD Black red buds opening with high pointed centres to black/red blooms. $39.99

ROSE BLACKBERRY NIP  CL .REP * Deep purple high fragrant blooms, old fashioned style long stems. $29.99

ROSE BLACKBERRY NIP H.T.REP * Deep purple high fragrant blooms, old fashioned style long stems. $29.99

ROSE BLACKBERRY NIP 800MM STD/HT REP *Deep purple highly fragrant blooms, old fashioned style long stems. $49.99

ROSE BLANC DOUBLE DE COUBERT RUG/REPPure white almost double flowers with a strong perfume. $29.99

ROSE BLUE MOON  HT REP  * Shapely buds open to well formed blooms of silvery lilac blue. $29.99

ROSE BLUEBERRY HILL FL. REP  * Romantic floribunda, with large  semi-double flowers of clear lilac. $29.99

ROSE BLUSHING PINK ICEBURG  FL Ever changing blands of white brushed pink are a great compromise. $29.99

ROSE BLUSHING PINK ICEBURG  FL 450MM STDEver changing blands of white brushed pink are a great compromise. $39.99

ROSE BLUSHING PINK ICEBURG  FL 800MM STDEver changing blands of white brushed pink are a great compromise. $49.99

ROSE BOOGIE WOOGIE  CL Lovely rose-pink flowers flecked with white. $29.99

ROSE BREATH OF LIFE  CL REP * Lovely well shaped soft apricot pink sweetly fragrant blooms. $29.99

ROSE BRILLANT PINK ICEBERG  FL Unusual coloured blooms of magenta pink with silver white reverse. $29.99

ROSE BRILLANT PINK ICEBERG 800MM STD Unusual coloured blooms of magenta pink with silver white reverse. $49.99

ROSE BURGUNDY ICEBERG FL One of the richest,plushest royal velvet flowers ever seen. $29.99
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ROSE BURGUNDY ICEBERG 800MM STD One of the richest,plushest royal velvet flowers ever seen. $49.99

ROSE CAMEO CREAM HT Abundant blooms of large double rich cream with rolled petal margins. $29.99

ROSE CAROLINE BAY  FL * Double deep purple blooms with soft yellow centres. $29.99

ROSE CAROLYN  HT * True Hybrid Tea blooms of a gentle salmon pink. $29.99

ROSE CASINO  CL * The best medium yellow climber with large, well shaped blooms. $29.99

ROSE CATHERINE  HT Soft pink creamy yellow buds opening to vibrant pink. $29.99

ROSE CECILE BRUNNER  BUSH REP * Sweetly scented, delightfully shaped light pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE CECILE BRUNNER  CL REP * Sweetly scented, delightfully shaped light pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE CELEBRATION H.T.  * Pearl pink with open quartered flowers similar to old shrub roses. $29.99

ROSE CELINA FORESTIER  CL Large flowers of pale primrose yellow fading on opening. $29.99

ROSE CELINE DELBARD  FL Smothered with large clusters of sumptuous deep salmon blooms. $29.99

ROSE CHAMPAGNE MOMENT  FL Luxurious blooms of ivory white with an apricot centre. $29.99

ROSE CHARTREUSE DE PARME HT Velvety blooms of rich magenta pink, with a wonderfull fragrance. $29.99

ROSE CHRISTCHURCH  HT Brilliant vibrant orange, dazzlingly stunning when first out. $29.99

ROSE CHRISTOPHE  FL PVR Vibrant tangerine orange blooms on a tall upright strong growing plant. $29.99

ROSE CITY OF AUCKLAND  HT * Deep gold and orange coloured with edges of pink. $29.99

ROSE CLAIR  HT (TM) Whirling petals of soft salmon pink wit a nice perfume. $29.99

ROSE CLAUDE MONET  HT A beautiful striped rose in shades of white, rose and yellow. $29.99

ROSE COLOURBREAK FL/REP Unusual colour of reddish brown and is absolutely unique. $29.99

ROSE COLUMBA'S ROSE  HT Very large, cup shaped flowers of deep cream, often quartered. $29.99

ROSE COMPASSION  CL REP * Well formed 'Hybrid Tea' like blooms of light salmon pink. $29.99

ROSE COURAGE FL Clusters of scarlet crimson flowers, good for picking. $29.99

ROSE CREME DE LA CREME  HT Double flowers of cream with an amber / coffee glow in the centre. $29.99

ROSE CREPUSCULE RAM / REP Attractive flowers of orange-apricot, borne freely on spreading growth. $29.99

ROSE CRIMSON BOUQUET  HT A superb generation no-spray, healthy rose. $29.99

ROSE CRIMSON BOUQUET HT/800MM STD A superb generation no-spray, healthy rose. $49.99

ROSE CRIMSON SHOWERS  CL Very long lasting crimson blooms with good weeping habit. $29.99

ROSE CUP FEVER  HT Unusual coloured flowers of a parchment beige. $29.99

ROSE CUPCAKE CL Very pretty soft pink cup-shaped blooms with sweet fragrance. $29.99

ROSE DALTONS GOLD  450MM STD Perfect golden buds opening to uniquely formed fragrant blooms. $39.99

ROSE DAME TE ATA  SH This rose covers itself with impressive deep purple blooms. $29.99

ROSE DEAR ONE FL.* Vigorous free flowering bush with porcelaiin pink flowers. $29.99

ROSE DEAR ONE FL.* 800MM STD Vigorous free flowering bush with porcelaiin pink flowers. $49.99

ROSE DEEP SECRET  HT * Intensely fragrant, deep dark velvety red blooms. $29.99

ROSE DESERT SPICE  HT Medium sized orange and yellow blooms. $29.99

ROSE DIAMOND DESIGN  HT Traditional style HT blooms with a kiss of pink on the petal tips. $29.99

ROSE DIAMOND JUBILEE HT * Very large exhibition blooms of cream to buff yellow. $29.99

ROSE DIAMONDS FOREVER  HT Fragrant, soft yellow, pailing out at edges flowering beauty. $29.99

ROSE DOUBLE DELIGHT  HT * Creamy white buds edged red, opening to rich ruby red in sunlight. $29.99

ROSE DOUBLE FRAGRANCE  CL Stunning dark red blooms, and a delightfully powerflul fragrance. $29.99

ROSE DUBLIN BAY  CL REP Freely produced clusters of semi-double bright red blooms. $29.99

ROSE EBB TIDE  FL Intense deep rich royal purple - Deep dark and mysterious. $29.99

ROSE EIFFEL TOWER  HT*CL This rose has a wonderful fragrance and  long pointed buds. $29.99

ROSE ELDORADO  FL Deep golden yellow free flowering blooms highly pointed. $29.99

ROSE ELINA  HT Magnificent exhibition blooms of pale yellow are produced. $29.99

ROSE ENCHANTMENT FL 800MM STD. Gorgeous soft salmon pink old fashioned blooms. $49.99

ROSE ENGLISH WEDDING DAY RAMBLER * Single white flowers with yellow stamens. $29.99

ROSE EROTICA  HT * Free flowering, small dark velvet crimson flowers. $29.99

ROSE EUROPEANA  FL * Large, fully double flowers of dark crimson. $29.99

ROSE FAITHFUL COMPANION  FL Semi double flowers open to yellow-orange fading paler. $29.99

ROSE FAITHFUL FRIEND H.T. Warm golden apricot blooms with a swirl of petals. $29.99

ROSE FALSTAFF  DA SH * Has large cupped flowers of dark crimson with a wonderful scent. $29.99

ROSE FIRST LOVE  HT/REP Very long elegant buds opening to wide flowers of delicate pink. $29.99

ROSE FIRST RED  HT A medium sized rose that has deep red petals. $29.99
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ROSE FLOWER CARPET AMBER Masses of orange yellow blooms, blushed with tones of soft pink. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET APPLE BLOSSOM Rich evergreen foliage Long flowering period once established. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET CORAL Coral flowers continuously appear, disease resistant and hardy. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET GOLD This carpet rose has lovely gold coloured flowers. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET PINK Disease resistant, hardy Rose producing prolific pink flowers. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET RED Awesome red lowers on this carpet rose. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET SCARLET Awesome scarlet flowers appearing continuously, disease resistant. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET SUNSET Vibrant neon orange / red flowers with glossy deep green foliage. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET WHITE Awesome white flowers with a long flowering period. $19.99

ROSE FLOWER CARPET WHITE  STD Awesome white flowers with a long flowering period. $54.99

ROSE FOND MEMORIES FL * Small clusters of apricot-cream perfectly formed flowers. $29.99

ROSE FOREVER YOURS SH Large clusters of pale cerise flowers smother the plant. $29.99

ROSE FOR YOUR EYES ONLY  FL Blooms, rich sunset shades of pink, apricot and peach. $29.99

ROSE FOURTH OF JULY  CL Produces masses of fragrant blooms streaked with red and white. $29.99

ROSE FRAGRANT CLOUD  HT  * Free flowering & superbly scented glowing coral red flowers. $29.99

ROSE FRAGRANT DELIGHT  FL A vigorous fragrant grower with well formed flowers of soft salmon. $29.99

ROSE FRAU DAGMAR HASTRUP  RUG/REP * Silver pink single blooms accompanied by deep crimson hips. $29.99

ROSE FREEDOM H.T. Deep unfading yellow blooms, free flowering. $29.99

ROSE FRIESIA  FL  REP * 800MM STD Brilliant shining yellow flowers that are perfectly formed. $49.99

ROSE FRIESIA  FL/REP * Brilliant shining yellow flowers that are perfectly formed. $29.99

ROSE FRILLY JILLY   FL *  Fragrant, semi-double, frilly apricot flowers aging to gold. $29.99

ROSE GERTRUDE JEKYLL DA/ENG Large rosette shaped flowers of rich pink. $29.99

ROSE GINGER KISSES  FL A most apealing shade of burnt orange flowers. $29.99

ROSE GINGER KISSES  FL 800MM STD A most apealing shade of burnt orange flowers. $49.99

ROSE GISBOURNE 2000 HT/REP* A golden sunrise yellow rose, early to flower and repeats well. $29.99

ROSE GLOIRE DE DIJON CL Very double quartered flowers of light salmon buff. $29.99

ROSE GLORIOUS HT Large glossy foliage and glorious large yellow blooms to match. $29.99

ROSE GOLD DUST A striking rose with brilliant glowing golden blooms. $29.99

ROSE GOLD MEDAL  HT Long pointed buds of deep gold, tipped orange red. $29.99

ROSE GOLDEN CELEBRATION DA/ENG/REP Large deeply cupped rich golden yellow flowers. $29.99

ROSE GOLDEN FUTURE  CL Creamy yellow blooms that are sweetly fragrant. $29.99

ROSE GOLDEN GATE CL A very free-flowering climbing rose. $29.99

ROSE GOLDEN GIFT  HT * Hybrid tea shaped blooms of golden yellow fading to caramel tones. $29.99

ROSE GOLDEN OLDIE FL A very deep bronze-yellow on a short compact but vigorous bush. $29.99

ROSE GOOD AS GOLD PATIO CL Delightfully formed flowers of pure yellow. $29.99

ROSE GRAHAM THOMAS  DA/ENG * Large cup shaped flowers of rich golden yellow with a hint of apricot. $29.99

ROSE GRAND PRIX FL/REP * Apricot/peach flowers with frilled petals repeat well on a bushy plant. $29.99

ROSE HAMILTON GARDENS  HT Has large, spiraled, perfectly formed flowers. $29.99

ROSE HAMILTON GARDENS  HT 800MM STD Has large, spiraled, perfectly formed flowers. $49.99

ROSE HANDEL  CL Delightful cream, picotee edged deep rose. $29.99

ROSE HANNAH  HT  REP * Beautiful fragrant pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE HAPPY HOUR  HT Pretty large yellow frilly flowers, with a lovely soft pink stripe. $29.99

ROSE HAYLEY WESTENRA  HT Delightful scented double flowers, in shades of apricot. $29.99

ROSE HEAVEN SCENT  HT* Perfectly formed lilac blue flowers superb for picking. $29.99

ROSE HERITAGE  DA/ENG * Cupped blooms of pure soft blush pink with a strong fragrance. $29.99

ROSE HI HO SILVER  HT * Exceptional silvery lilac and grey flower with a hint of pink in the bud. $29.99

ROSE HOME AND GARDEN  HT Pretty pink semi quartered flowers with light sweet fragrance. $29.99

ROSE HOT CHOCOLATE  FL/REP Large unusual russet brown flowers in old fashioned form. $29.99

ROSE ICEBERG  CL A popular profuse flowering white climber, lovely for cutting. $29.99

ROSE ICEBERG  FL  * 450MM STD A large bush absolutely smothered with sprays of pure white flowers. $39.99

ROSE ICEBERG  FL A large bush absolutely smothered with sprays of pure white flowers. $29.99

ROSE ICEBERG FL 800MM STD A large bush absolutely smothered with sprays of pure white flowers. $49.99

ROSE IMAGINE  HT Beautiful soft coral pink blooms with a rich fragrance. $29.99

ROSE IN LOVING MEMORY  FL Non stop clusters of red flowers and lush green growth all season. $29.99
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ROSE INGRID BERGMAN H.T. * Large rich velvety red blooms on a sturdy upright bush. $29.99

ROSE IVEY HALL  FL A brilliant fragrant golden yellow rose. $29.99

ROSE JOSEPHINE BRUCE  HT / REP * Deep crimson scarlet red with a velvety sheen. $29.99

ROSE JUST JOEY  HT REP * Large fragrant blooms of coppery orange with unique frilled edges. $29.99

ROSE KAITERI GOLD CL Semi double, soft golden yellow flowers fading paler, vigorous. $29.99

ROSE KATE SHEPPARD FL. Clusters of clear warm pink buds, opening to long lasting flowers. $29.99

ROSE KATHERINE MORLEY  C/S * Prettily cupped flowers of clear soft pink, bushy vigorous growth. $29.99

ROSE KIWI  HT As unique as the kiwi with redish brown flecked white flowers. $29.99

ROSE L.D. BRAITHWAITE  DA/ENG  * Blooms are bright crimson & unfading, opening wide & quartered. $29.99

ROSE L.D. BRAITHWAITE 800MM STD DA/ENG *Blooms are bright crimson & unfading, opening wide & quartered. $49.99

ROSE LA ROSE DE MOLINARD  HT Seashell-pink, lighter reverse. $29.99

ROSE LADY BARBARA  CL  REP * Beautiful tangerine orange with a yellow reverse. $29.99

ROSE LAND OF THE LONG WHITE CLOUD H.T/REP*Glossy green disease resistant foliage with creamy flowers. $29.99

ROSE LAND OF THE LONG WHITE CLOUD STD/HT/REP*Glossy green disease resistant foliage with creamy flowers. $49.99

ROSE LANTERN  HT Blooms of yellow, orange and salmon with a delightful perfume. $29.99

ROSE LASTING LOVE  HT Dusky red buds open to showy dark pink blooms . $29.99

ROSE LASTING LOVE HT 800MM STD Dusky red buds open to showy dark pink blooms . $49.99

ROSE LEAPING SALMON  CL REP  * Large, perfectly formed 'HT' like blooms of soft salmon pink. $29.99

ROSE LEMON AND LIME Unique coloured blooms of a lemon-lime colour. $29.99

ROSE LEMON AND LIME  FL 800MM STD Unique coloured blooms of a lemon-lime colour. $49.99

ROSE LEST WE FORGET FL/REP A truly lovely rose with opulent blooms of rich velvety red. $29.99

ROSE LITTLE ANGEL  PATIO Creamy buds turning crisp white, good repeat flowerer. $29.99

ROSE LITTLE ANGEL  PATIO 450MM STD Creamy buds turning crisp white, good repeat flowerer. $39.99

ROSE LITTLE ANGEL  PATIO 800MM STD Creamy buds turning crisp white, good repeat flowerer. $49.99

ROSE LITTLE MISS PERFECT  FL Small compact rose is smothered in coral pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE LITTLE OPAL PATIO Perfect patio rose with beautiful pink blooms throughout summer. $29.99

ROSE LOVE ALWAYS  HT * Large, soft pink flowers on long straight stems with a light fragrance. $29.99

ROSE LOVE ME DO  HT This outstanding ivory hybrid tea opens to a warm peach centre. $29.99

ROSE LOVELY LADY  HT Large fragrant, well shaped blooms of salmons and pinks. $29.99

ROSE LOVING MEMORY  HT * Large perfect blooms of cherry red colour on strong stiff stems. $29.99

ROSE LOVING MEMORY HT 800MM STD * Large perfect blooms of cherry red colour on strong stiff stems. $49.99

ROSE LUMINIS  FL Clear white shaped flowers that ooze with sweet fruity frangrance. $29.99

ROSE MADAME ALFRED CARRIERE  RAM * Clusters of large sweetly scented double cupped blooms. $29.99

ROSE MAGIC SHOW  PATIO The cream and pink tones of the perfect little blooms are quite magical. $29.99

ROSE MAGIC SHOW  PATIO 450MM STD The cream and pink tones of the perfect little blooms are quite magical. $39.99

ROSE MAMMA MIA  HT Has striking coral-orange blooms, highly fragranced. $29.99

ROSE MAMMY BLUE H.T. * Rich lavender blue flowers oozing with fragrance. $29.99

ROSE MARGARET MERRIL  FL * Esquisite high centred buds open to delicate white blooms. $29.99

ROSE MARGARET MERRIL  FL  450MM STD Esquisite high centred buds open to delecate white blooms. $39.99

ROSE MARGARET MERRIL FL 800MM STD * Esquisite high centred buds open to delecate white blooms. $49.99

ROSE MARY ROSE  DA/ENG/REP * Soft double flowers of rich pink on a healthy plant. $29.99

ROSE MARY'S LOVE  HT Has delightfuly large flowers of the pure soft pink. $29.99

ROSE MATAWHERO MAGIC H.T/REP * Unique bronze orange toned nicely shaped blooms. $29.99

ROSE MEMOIRE H.T. Large pure white blooms of perfect form with balanced growth habit. $29.99

ROSE MEMORIAL DAY  HT Has clear pink flowers with a lavender wash. $29.99

ROSE MEMORY LANE  FL A medium sized rose with an exceptional lilac hue. $29.99

ROSE MIDNIGHT BLUE  FL Unique and strikingly different with a strong fragrance. $29.99

ROSE MOODY BLUES FL 800MM STD. Large well formed blooms of quite distinct lilac blue. $49.99

ROSE MUM IN A MILLION  HT * Stunning large HT blooms of soft rose pink with a knock out perfume. $29.99

ROSE MUM IN A MILLION  HT * 450MM STD Stunning large HT blooms of soft rose pink with a knock out perfume. $39.99

ROSE MUM IN A MILLION  HT * 800MM STD Stunning large HT blooms of soft rose pink with a knock out perfume. $49.99

ROSE MUNSTEAD WOOD  DA The flowers of this variety are in fact light crimson in the bud. $29.99

ROSE MUNSTEAD WOOD  DA 800MM STD The flowers of this variety are in fact light crimson in the bud. $49.99

ROSE MY ANGEL  SH Warm pink with subtle hints of salmon and apricot. $29.99
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ROSE MY MUM  FL A scrumptious colour blend of coral salmon, apricot and pink. $29.99

ROSE MY MUM  FL 450MM STD A scrumptious colour blend of coral salmon, apricot and pink. $39.99

ROSE MY MUM  FL 800MM STD A scrumptious colour blend of coral salmon, apricot and pink. $49.99

ROSE MY PRECIOUS  FL Golden buds open to soft yellow blooms of moderate size. $29.99

ROSE MY SISTER RED PATIO Small clusters of shapely red flowers, very fragrant. $29.99

ROSE MY SISTER  PATIO 450MM STD Small clusters of shapely red flowers, very fragrant. $39.99

ROSE NAHEMA  CL Blooms are a pure, soft, feminine pink, large and deeply cupped. $29.99

ROSE NELSON COLLEGE  HT An outstanding bright red of globular shape flowers. $29.99

ROSE NELSON GIRLS  HT An outstanding variety with classic flowers in apricot. $29.99

ROSE NEW DAWN  CL  REP * An old favourite with large double blooms of apple blossom pink. $29.99

ROSE NORWICH CASTLE  FL * A shapely rose of rich, copper orange with subtle perfume. $29.99

ROSE NOSTALGIA  HT Cream flowers with deep pink edges on a healthy bush. $29.99

ROSE NZ GARDENER  FL Delightfully pretty soft apricot-pink flowers. $29.99

ROSE OLD PORT  FL/REP * Deep rich burgundy blooms with old fashioned quartered form. $29.99

ROSE OPULENCE (PEAWINNER)  FL Compact sturdy plant, black red ruffled flowers, rich golden stamens. $29.99

ROSE ORANGES AND LEMONS  FL Fully double blooms, sensational colours of orange & yellow stripes. $29.99

ROSE OUTTA THE BLUE  FL REP * A rich magenta ,deep wine lavender flecked cream. $29.99

ROSE P.J.  FL Health, vigor and the standout colour of fiery scarlet red. $29.99

ROSE PADDY STEPHENS H.T. REP Large perfectly formed blooms of warm coral-orange and salmon. $29.99

ROSE PARIS 2000  FL Giant clusters of single, soft pink blooms with a central burst of gold. $29.99

ROSE PAUL GAUGUIN  HT Flowers of ware red brushed with white. $29.99

ROSE PAUL HOLMES   H.T * Attractive buds of soft creamy yellow with golden apricot centres. $29.99

ROSE PAULTRANSON RAMBLER  CL * Medium sized, very double flowers of rich salmon. $29.99

ROSE PAVAROTTI H.T. Crimson red flowers with glossy petals and long stems. $29.99

ROSE PAVAROTTI H.T.800MM STD Crimson red flowers with glossy petals and long stems. $49.99

ROSE PEACE H.T. REP Very large yellow flowers shaded with pink. $29.99

ROSE PENNY LANE  CL Produces champagne honey coloured blooms with a lovely scent. $29.99

ROSE PERFUME DELIGHT  HT * The rich, dark pink blooms grow both singly and in clusters. $29.99

ROSE PHAR LAP  HT Named in honour of Timaru's famous horse. $29.99

ROSE PHYLLIS BIDE   RAM REP * Small, semi-double, scented flowers of pink, salmon and gold. $29.99

ROSE PINK ICE  FL Pink blend floribunda in the style of iceburg. $29.99

ROSE PINK ICE  FL  800MM STD Pink blend floribunda in the style of iceburg. $49.99

ROSE PINK PEACE  HT Bright silvery pink attractive blooms. $29.99

ROSE PLAYBOY FL. 800MM STD Brilliant orange, shaded scarlet with a golden reverse. $49.99

ROSE POPE JOHN PAUL II  HT Pure White blooms with a strong citrus fragrance. $29.99

ROSE POPE JOHN PAUL II  HT 800MM STD Pure White blooms with a strong citrus fragrance. $49.99

ROSE POPPY  FL Beautiful displays of true red medium sized blooms cover this plant. $29.99

ROSE POPPY  450MM STD Beautiful displays of true red medium sized blooms cover this plant. $49.99

ROSE PRECIOUS MEMORIES  HT Large coral pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE PRECIOUS PLATINUM  HT * Deep crimson red of excellent form with reflexing petals. $29.99

ROSE PRINCESS OF WALES FL. Pretty buds open into pearly white attractive blooms. $29.99

ROSE PURPLELICIOUS  FL * Produces terrific flowers of definate deep purple. $29.99

ROSE RACY LADY  H.T.* Large, scented blooms of creamy white which deepen in the centre. $29.99

ROSE RASPBERRY ICE  FL Striking colour combination of silvery white edged with raspberry red. $29.99

ROSE RED FLAME  CL * An intensely fragrant red climbing rose. $29.99

ROSE REMEMBER  HT Baby pink to pure white double flowers. $29.99

ROSE REMEMBER ME  HT/REP  * A novel colour of coppery-orange irradiated with yellow. $29.99

ROSE REMEMRANCE  HT * Dark red double blooms with shiny dark green foliage. $29.99

ROSE REXYS BABY  PATIO 450MMSTD Delightful full flowers of soft salmon pink freely produced. $39.99

ROSE RHAPSODY IN BLUE  HT  Clusters of semi-double plum purple flowers fading to slate blue. $29.99

ROSE ROMA  PATIO Masses of true rich red baby flowers that keep their bud shape. $29.99

ROSE ROMA  PATIO 450MM STD Masses of true rich red baby flowers that keep their bud shape. $39.99

ROSE ROSERIE DE L'HAY   RUG/REP* Long shapely buds opening to deep purple-crimson flowers. $29.99

ROSE ROYAL AMETHYST  HT REP * Well shaped blooms of deep rich mauve with a heavy perfume. $29.99
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ROSE SALLY HOLMES SH/CL  * Open pale creamy flowers and tight pointy soft-apricot buds. $29.99

ROSE SCABROSA  RUGOSA * Large cerise pink flowers followed by large orange / red fruit. $29.99

ROSE SCENT TO REMEMBER  FL Beautiful bush rose with fragrant peach coloured blooms. $29.99

ROSE SCENTASIA  FL * Gorgeous very fragrant delicate yellow of perfect form. $29.99

ROSE SCENTED MEMORY  HT * Large double blooms of apricot blend. $29.99

ROSE SCENTED MEMORY  HT * 800MM STD Large double blooms of apricot blend. $49.99

ROSE SCENTIMENTAL FL Large double red blooms with a strong spicy fragrance. $29.99

ROSE SCHOOL GIRL  CL * Large, well shaped (HT form) blooms of burnt apricot orange. $29.99

ROSE SEA FOAM  WSM1.8M Very double white, sometimes flushed pink. $79.99

ROSE SERENDIPITY  FL Beautiful yellow buds open to a rich deep lemon-yellow shade. $29.99

ROSE SEXY REXY  FL  REP Large, well shaped trusses of gentle pink blooms. $29.99

ROSE SHARIFA ASMA  DA/ENG * Delicate blooms of soft blush pink with incurving petals. $29.99

ROSE SHOT SILK  HT* Blended pink and yellow produced in classic form. $29.99

ROSE SILVER JUBILEE  HT Large well shaped flowers of a coppery salmon blend. $29.99

ROSE SIMPLY STUNNING  HT Heavily quartered and deep, velvery red in colour. $29.99

ROSE SIR EDMUND HILLARY  CL Highly scented pure white flowers with golden centres. $29.99

ROSE SKY CHASER Bronze apricot flowers, strong robust plant. $29.99

ROSE SMOKEY JOE  H.T. * Flowers are warm copper orange with a smokey edge. $29.99

ROSE SOUVENIR DE MME LEONIE VIENNOT  CLFlowers of salmon pink/apricot which are early and continuous. $29.99

ROSE SPECIAL OCCASION H.T. * Apricot buds flushed pink and orange. $29.99

ROSE SPEKS CENTENNIAL  FL * Well formed flowers of a unique and beautiful bronzy brown. $29.99

ROSE SPICED COFFEE  HT * Most unusual blend of amber, beige and lavender pink flowers. $29.99

ROSE SPIRIT OF HOPE H.T. A warm red rose for the NZ Red Cross. $29.99

ROSE ST MARYS FL * Fragrant lemon cream  flowers . $29.99

ROSE ST PAULS CATHEDRAL  HT Pointed buds opening creamy white, displayed to perfection. $29.99

ROSE STAR OF COURAGE  FL Beautiful vibrant deep terracotta orange. $29.99

ROSE STARRY EYED  SH Masses of single white flowers, edged red with yellow stamens. $29.99

ROSE STARSHIP  FL  Shades of red with white and slivery reverse. $29.99

ROSE SUCH SWEET MEMORIES  FL Small clusters ranging from med pink in bud to coconut ice pink. $29.99

ROSE SUGAR PLUM  PATIO CL Popular colour of rich magenta perfectly formed little flowers. $29.99

ROSE SUMMER DREAM  FL REP Many petalled flowers of shades of peachy apricot. $29.99

ROSE SUNSET  HT Beautiful golden yellow blooms flushed with tones of cerise red. $29.99

ROSE SUPER TROUPER  HT Has startling clear, bright orange coloured blooms. $29.99

ROSE SWEET BREEZE  FL Wonderfully shaped blooms in a pale yellow shade. $29.99

ROSE SWEET DREAM  450MM STD Soft peach to apricot double blooms. $39.99

ROSE SWEET PERFUME  FL Shapely full flowers of soft peachy apricot with a strong perfume. $29.99

ROSE SYLVIA  HT  * Elegant, large clear rose pink, fragrant blooms on upright stems. $29.99

ROSE TAPESTRY  PATIO CL The colour is clear reddish orange with a yellow reverse to the petals. $29.99

ROSE TEQUILA SUNRISE  FL/REP/800MM STD.Flowres are rich deep golden yellow tipped with orange red. $49.99

ROSE TEQUILA SUNRISE  HT REP Deep golden yellow flowers tipped with orange-red. $29.99

ROSE THE FAIRY  WSM 1.8M Produces large clusters of soft pink rosette shaped flowers. $79.99

ROSE THE FAIRY SH Soft pink rosette shaped flowers that just keeps on flowering. $29.99

ROSE THE FAIRY WSM 800MM STD Produces masses of soft pink rosette shaped flowers. $49.99

ROSE THE SQUIRE  DA Large double blooms are dark red and have an interesting look. $29.99

ROSE THE WEDDING ROSE FL Beautifully scented double white flowers with blue-green foliage. $29.99

ROSE TICKLED PINK  FL Attractive pointed buds of gentle soft pink open to large flat flowers. $29.99

ROSE TINTINARA H.T Vibrant glowing orange salmon, loosely petalled non fading blooms. $29.99

ROSE TOP BRASS  CL Creamy white and yellow petals with a light pink centre. $29.99

ROSE TOPSY TURVY  FL Semi double flowers of fire engine scarlet with a silver white reverse. $29.99

ROSE TROPICAL SKIES  HT  Large, striking yellow flowers suffused with pink and red. $29.99

ROSE TRUMPETER  FL REP Brilliant bright orange-scarlet blooms abundantly produced. $29.99

ROSE TUSCANY SUPERB Large semi-double flowers of deep crimson purple. $29.99

ROSE UETERSEN  CL REP * Large clusters of bright, deep pink frilly blooms. $29.99

ROSE VEILCHENBLAU CL Semi-double flowers of warm violet-blue. $29.99
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ROSE WAIMARIE H.T.* Rich mauve pink semi-rosette shaped flowers. $29.99

ROSE WARRIOR  FL Glowing blood red flowers are neatly formed borne in large clusters. $29.99

ROSE WEDDING DAY  CL * Very large trusses of single, creamy white flowers. $29.99

ROSE WESTERLAND  CL *  Sprays of sweetly scented bronze to salmon-apricot flowers. $29.99

ROSE WHITE ROMANCE  HT 800MM STD Has masses of white double fragrant flowers. $49.99

ROSE WILD CAT  FL REP A flamboyant blend of gold and orange red flowers. $29.99

ROSE WILLIAM MORRIS  SH Flowers of formal rosette shape in glowing apricot pink. $29.99

ROSE WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE D/A Rich dark crimson flowers with numerous small petals. $29.99

ROSE WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL  C/S Quite large informally cupped flowers of pure white. $29.99

ROSE WISE WOMAN  HT Rich baby pink blooms on glossy mid-green foliage. $29.99

ROSE WITH LOVE  FL * Beautiful orange - apricot blooms with glossy dark green leaves. $29.99

ROSE WOLLERTON OLD HALL  SH Plump buds with flashes of red, opening to form a rich buttery yellow. $29.99

ROSE YOURS ALWAYS  HT Eye popping fiery coral flowers that stand out and repeat well. $29.99

ROSE ZEPHIRINE DROUHIN Deep rosy-pink blooms produced prolifically on thornless stems. $29.99



 
              TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 

 

*     Ours plants/products are supplied to you in a good healthy condition and true to 

        label to best of our knowledge, unless specifically sold as second grade goods or  

        damaged material ‘as is where is’. We accept no responsibility for incorrect  

        labelling. 

*     Any orders contract grown or on hold require a deposit and cancellation of these  

       orders forfeit the deposit. 

*     We do not accept responsibility for any plants once they have left the nursery. 

*     Freight is to be paid by the customer. Any damage incurred in transit must be 

       claimed by the customer from the carrier concerned. 

*     Ownership of all goods supplied by Diacks Nurseries Ltd shall be retained by  

       Diacks Nurseries Ltd until the purchase price has been paid in full. 

*     In the event that a customer shall make any default whatsoever, the customer will  

       pay Diacks Nurseries Ltd legal costs (as between solicitor and client)  of and  

       incidental to the enforcement of attempted enforcement of payment by Diacks  

       Nurseries Ltd                                                                                                            

*    If for any reason goods are to be returned for credit this procedure must take 

      place within 5 days of sale and all stock must be in good saleable condition and a   

      10%  restocking fee will be charged. 

*    Diacks Nurseries Ltd shall have the absolute right in its discretion to file any   

       proceeding in the court, in Invercargill. 

*    Diacks Nurseries Ltd reserves the right at any time to refuse the placement of an  

      order by the customer, or decline to approve any application of the customer for  

       whatever reason. 

*     The existence of an account with Diacks Nurseries Ltd does not automatically  

       entitle the customer to credit in the future. 

 *    Diacks Nurseries Ltd reserve the right to forward accounts via electronic mail. 

 

       TERMS OF PAYMENT 
*     Payment must be received by the 20

th
 of the month, following despatch. 

*     New account holders are required to pay within 7 days. 

*     Failure to pay the account by the due date shall be a breach of the trading terms 

       of Diacks Nurseries Ltd                       . 

*     Any accounts that are discounted will forfeit their discount of not paid by due  

       date. 

*    Diacks Nurseries Ltd reserve the right to charge penalty interest at the rate of 2%  

      per  month on all overdue accounts until receipt is paid in full. 

*    All accounts required to be collected by a debt collection agency will incur all  

      collection fees including the debt collection agencies commission fees. 

 

        ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS 

*    Clerical errors or omissions whether in computation or otherwise in any 

      quotation acknowledgements or invoice shall be subject to correction. 

*    It is hereby agreed that all goods supplied by Diacks Nurseries Ltd are supplied 

      upon the above detailing acceptance of our terms and conditions of supply. 



 
 

DATE DATE REQUIRED INVOICE NUMBER 

 

 

 

Delivery instructions 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

_______________________________ 

 

Name______________________________ 

Address____________________________ 

             ____________________________ 

E-Mail ____________________________ 

Ph Pvte ____________________________ 

Ph Bus ____________________________ 

Fax _______________________________ 

 

Sign: __________________________ 

Order No: ______________________ 

 

QTY DESCRIPTION RATE AMOUNT 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS TOTAL   

 

 

                                                 

Exp__________________

_ 
 

T/p    Pd    Charge   Credit     L/B     B/C 

PH 03 2168265 

Fax 032168089 

Email trees@es.co.nz 

www.diacks.co.nz 

628 Tweed Street 

849 North Road 

PO Box 181 

Invercargill 

 




